Indoor/Outdoor Pyrotechnics Display Application Permit Form

☐ All indoor and outdoor pyrotechnic displays shall be in compliance with NFPA 1126 and NFPA 1123.

☐ The pyrotechnic display company shall complete a permit application form and return it to the Auburn Hills Fire Department a minimum of fourteen (14) days prior to the display.

☐ A copy of the liability insurance naming the City of Auburn Hills as a co-insured shall be provided. The minimum insurance amount for each occurrence shall be $5,000,000.

☐ A copy of the operator’s license to perform pyrotechnic displays shall be provided. A complete list of primary shooter’s work history and experience shall be included with submittal.

☐ Provide a complete description of the proposed display including locations, types, and amounts of devices to be used. Distances from proximate audience shall be included on site plan.

☐ Provide an SDS for all products used for display.

☐ Provide cut sheets for all flame producing equipment. Equipment must be listed by an approved testing laboratory.

☐ Provide a check in the amount $300.00 for permit fees payable to the City of Auburn Hills for indoor displays.

Inspection Requirements

1. A preshow inspection of the proposed display shall be conducted by the Auburn Hills Fire Department. The inspection shall be at least two (2) hours prior to the show for indoor displays and eight (8) hours for outdoor displays.

2. Any device or portion of the display found not to be in compliance with NFPA 1126 or NFPA 1123, or deemed unsafe by the Auburn Hills Fire Department shall not be permitted.

3. All devices shall be available for demonstration upon request by the Auburn Hills Fire Department.

4. All areas involved in the pyrotechnic display shall be visible by the shooter to verify no one is in firing zone during display. This may be accomplished with additional trained personnel and a means of communication with shooter.

5. Outdoor displays may require additional fees based on fire apparatus and staffing deemed necessary by the Auburn Hills Fire Department. A minimum fee of $2,500 will be accessed for all outdoor pyrotechnics displays.
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